
DOCTOR WHO

50 Years of Season 10
Season 10 premiered on December 30, 1972 with “The Three Doctors.” Let’s discuss this serial
and the other four serials that aired fifty years ago.

40th Anniversary of The Five Doctors
The Five Doctors aired in the US on the program’s 20th Anniversary, November 23, 1983, and
two days later in Great Britain during BBC’s Children in Need charity night. Let’s discuss our
favorite moments!

60 Years of Daleks
The Daleks first appeared in 1963 in the second serial titled appropriately - “The Daleks.” There
is no doubt that the Daleks are the most recognized villains from Doctor Who. Let’s discuss the
evolution of this villain that fans love to hate.

The Thirteenth Doctor - A Retrospective
Jodi Whitaker made her final appearance in Doctor Who in “The Power of the Doctor” last
October as a part of BBC’s Centenary. What did we think of Jodi’s overall performance as The
Doctor?

Doctor Who Podcasts
There are innumerable podcasts about the Doctor Who universe, some of them even based
here locally. Come find out what some of our favorites are!

50 Years of Doctor Who Target Novelisations
Ten years after Doctor Who premiered, various popular episodes were turned into written stories
published by Target Books. Join our discussion to discuss your favorites, or find out where to
start reading!

Book vs. Episode: Rose
The Target novelisations returned in 2018 after a 24 year hiatus. One of the story’s released
was “Rose.” Let’s compare the Target novelisation to the New Who premiere episode!

History of Doctor Who Magazine
Doctor Who Magazine is the longest running television based magazine. Join our panelists to
find out the importance of the magazine, and how you can get a subscription!

Doctor Who Comics
Doctor Who comic stories have been around for almost as long as the television show. With
such a long history, where is the best place to start reading?

Doctor Who Lego Sets



Lego has embraced fandoms over the last couple of decades. The first Doctor Who set was
released in 2015. What have been our favorite sets to build?

Doctor Who T-shirts
Join us for a special edition of Who & Tell! Bring in your Doctor Who t-shirt collections (we know
you all have one) and share the old, the new, and the obscure!

Easter Eggs in New Who
Doctor Who writers and show runners are great fans of the series as a whole. In many New
Who episodes you will find Easter eggs of Classic Who. How many can you think of?

Guest Stars in Doctor Who
Doctor Who has had many guest stars throughout the years. Some have been easier to pick
out, like Carey Mulligan and Olivia Coleman. Let’s have a look at the other big name guest stars
in Doctor Who.

Non-Enumerated Doctors
Doctor Who has a recent history of adding Doctors that are not part of a full televised series.
Let’s discuss all of the other versions of the Doctor!

Dueting Doctor Who Actors
Billie Piper was a pop artist before becoming a companion, and Bernard Cribbons began his
career with the release of novelty albums. What other Doctor Who actors can carry a tune?

Doctors Outside of Doctor Who
Doctor Who was a jumping point for many of the actors that have played the Doctor. What other
tv and movies do we relate to the various Doctors?

Descendants of the Doctors
Sometimes the acting gene is passed down through generations. Let’s have a look at the
offspring and other relatives of the actors that have played the Doctor.

Bernard Cribbons Memorial
Bernard Cribbons is a Doctor Who actor beloved by both Classic and New Who fans. Let’s
celebrate his acting (and singing!) legacy bookended by Doctor Who.

Popular Characters Originally Written for One Episode
Doctor Who has had a history of pulling recurring actors/characters from previous episodes.
Sometimes the actor returns as a different character, and sometimes the character returns as
themselves.

Introducing New Who Fans to Classic Who



Have you ever had a friend or family member say that they tried to watch Doctor Who, but
couldn’t make it through the original episodes from 1963? Well we have some recommendations
on how to hook them into our shared fandom!

Does the Doctor Have a Favorite Historical Era?
Elizabethan England? Victorian England? We know the Doctor loves Great Britain. But do they
return to one era more than others?

Spoilers! River Song’s Journal vs the Doctor’s Timeline
We learn very early that the Doctor and River Song meet in almost reverse order. Let’s dig
deeper into the Doctor/River timeline.

Watching Doctor Who in Chronological Order
Many of us have watched the show in order of release. Is there a better way to watch
Doctor Who? Is it possible to watch in order of the Doctor’s chronological timeline?

Telesnap Reconstructions
The BBC has used various means of reconstructing missing episodes from the 1960s, with one
of them being telesnap reconstructions. Join us to find out the history of these reconstructions
and the reconstructed episodes that we expect to be released in the future.

Doctor Who on VHS
Many classic Who episodes were released between 1990 and 2003 on VHS, including the
never aired episode of “Shada.” Is it worth unearthing your old VHS machine to watch any of
these releases?

One-Off Episode Writers
Some of the best Doctor Who episodes were written by those who have never written for the
show before.

What are the Doctors up to Now?
Well, not the Doctors exactly, but the actors! What roles have we seen them in recently?

Lost and Found Episodes
If you have tried watching classic Who in order, you will know that not all the episodes are
available. Find out what happened to these episodes and how some of them have been
resurrected.

Doctor Who Media Cover Art
The new classic Who-Rays have a theme to their cover art. Let us review how the cover art has
changed from VHS to DVD to Blu-Ray.

Doctor Who Costume Designers



Whovians love cosplaying various Doctors and companions. Here is a look into the history of
costuming in Doctor Who, along with some of the costume designers responsible.

Award Winners in Doctor Who
A look at the actors and behind the scenes creators that have won various Oscars, Emmys,
BAFTAs, etc.

Mental Health Portrayed in Doctor Who
Doctor Who producers have never shied away from mental health topics. Here we will look at
stories that have addressed various mental health topics.

Pop Music in Doctor Who
Popular Music has never been prominent in Doctor Who, but can be found in episodes
throughout the decades. How many can you remember?

Sports in Doctor Who
Matt Smith was able to use his football skills in “The Lodger.” Where else are sports portrayed in
Doctor Who?

Double Roles in Doctor Who
Not only have some actors played multiple roles in the new series (Peter Capaldi first played
Lobus Caecilius in “The Fires of Pompeii” before becoming the Doctor), but some have played
parts in both classic and new Who.

Spies in Doctor Who
Last year the Doctor visited MI-6 in the two-part episode of “Spyfall”. What other episodes
feature spies in Doctor Who?

2B or not 2B
When Jo Martin’s Doctor was introduced in “Fugitive of the Judoon” some thought that she
could be what fans refer to as Doctor 2B. Since the regeneration from Patrick Troughton to Jon
Pertwee was never shown on film, some fans believe that it is possible that there was a version
of the Doctor between the two. This theory has now been disproven, but let’s discuss the other
possibilities of Doctor 2B.

Villain Tech in Doctor Who
From weapons such as the Master’s shrink ray to full on robots like the Cleaners in “Paradise
Towers”, here is a look at all of the villain tech in Doctor Who.

Doctor WHOrror
Historically one of the hottest panels at CONsole Room, this panel goes deep into the horrifying
scenes of Doctor Who, and beyond. Bring your favorite beverage and join in the discussion.

Genetics of Doctor Who



Could a gene mutation allow humans to regenerate like Time Lords? Could the genes of
fictional alien species allow them to have a better chance of survival than humans? Join our
panelists in this fun science discussion around everything genetics!

Planets in Doctor Who
NASA confirms 'Doctor Who-type world, Gallifrey'. Can the Moon be killed? Are the Ice Warriors
really from Mars? Where else other than Venus could Venusian Aikido have come from?

To CGI or Not to CGI?
"Improving" Classic Who stories with new CGI/updated effects is not a new concept, but it is
getting more attention with the Blu-ray releases. What do you think of this practice? Is it a
nice-to-have extra? A must-have to get Modern Who-only fans on board? Or is it unforgivable to
even think of replacing our favorite wobbly sets with new-fangled effects?

Truth or Consequences
The Doctor is known as a rogue Time Lord. Sometimes he is held accountable for his actions
(i.e. “Trial of a Time Lord”). How soon do we expect to see the Doctor face a trial again?

Real World Applications of Doctor Who
Life imitates art. We can’t hitch a ride in a TARDIS (yet), but what other concepts can we take
away from the show?

Doctor...WHO?
If any companion, past or present, could be the next Doctor, who should it be? Is it Ace, or
Jamie, or Yaz or Sarah Jane, or...? Let’s open the casting call and see who gets the part.

What If?
Let us explore the What Ifs of the Doctor Who universe. What if 9 had to face the Weeping
Angels? What if Sarah Jane never aged? What if Tom Baker didn’t regenerate? The possibilities
are endless!

Doctor Who Audios
This panel will go beyond the realm of Big Finish audios. What audio stories are out there and
where can you get them?

Sonics ‘R Us
A history of the evolution of the sonic screwdriver.

Would You Like a Jelly Baby?
TV and movies can launch certain foods and candies into pop culture (i.e. Reese’s Pieces in
E.T.). What foods have appeared throughout the decades in Doctor Who?

BRIT TV



BBC Centenary Specials & Episodes
No other broadcaster in the world has had such a diverse, exciting and long history. The BBC
celebrates its centenary in 2022. Join us to discuss all of the specials and episodes that aired
last year.

Ghosts: UK vs US
As with many great series, Ghosts premiered in the UK in 2019 before getting a US version in
2021. Have you watched both versions? Do you have a favorite? Join in on the discussion!

All Creatures Great and Small: Original vs Reboot
Peter Davison played Tristan Farnon on the 1978 version of All Creatures Great and Small. A
reboot was released in 2020. Do we prefer one version over the other?

The Rising Popularity of Football in America
The sport that the rest of the World calls football has been gaining in popularity in recent years
due to American shows like Ted Lasso. If you have been swept up with the rest of the nation,
come hear about other tv, movies, etc that you might enjoy.

The Chronicles of Narnia (BBC miniseries)
As we celebrate 35 years of this BBC Miniseries, let's talk about what we liked best, how the
episodes have held up over the decades and how they compare with the movies.

Horrible Histories
This British children's live-action historical and musical sketch comedy earned critical success in
its initial run. It was rebooted in 2015, and has also been spun into a game show. Let’s talk
about the enduring quality of this show and where we hope to see it go in the future.

35 Years of Red Dwarf
The BBC has a knack for creating shows that last, and Red Dwarf is an example of one such
show. On the air since 1988, this show continues to entertain. What makes this show so
timeless and will it one day rival Doctor Who for its longevity?

Keeping up Appearances
This British sitcom from the 90s is a favorite among Anglophiles. Let’s reminisce!

Queer as Folk
Before the Showtime recreation, Russell T. Davies created and wrote the original 1999 British
television show Queer as Folk. Does the reboot do the original justice, or should Hollywood just
leave the classics alone?

Are You Being Served?
It's been 50 years since we first walked into London's Grace Brothers Department store. Which
other shows have been influenced by this classic in the years since it first aired? How did they
push the boundaries of language and content that could be aired on TV in the 70s?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historical
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Musical_film
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sketch_comedy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sketch_comedy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sketch_comedy


Out of the Unknown
Out of the Unknown was a British Sci-Fi anthology drama series that aired from 1965-1971. Join
our panelists to learn more about this series and how you can watch the show now.

British Recreations of American TV Shows
The list of American TV shows that have been reproduced in Britain is a lot shorter than the
reverse. Our panelists will review some of their favorites!

British Invasion
Sometimes we are surprised to learn that some actors playing Americans are from across the
pond. Let us discuss our favorite lesser-known British actors that appear in American film and tv.

Phoebe Waller-Bridge Fan Panel
This actor, writer, and producer has become a force of nature in the awards circuit. Here we will
review her accomplishments and upcoming projects that she is working on.

David Tennant Fan Panel
We all know David Tennant is one of the most beloved Doctors, but let’s discuss some of his
other great roles!

Gerry Anderson Fan Panel
This groundbreaking producer, director, writer, voice actor remains famous for his futuristic
productions. From his most successful show, The Thunderbirds, to his productions featuring
supermarionation (marionettes with electric moving parts), what’s your favorite?

Britbox or Acorn?
Britbox or Acorn? With so many streaming services it’s hard to know which to get. Come and
hear the pros and cons of these services and share your own experience.

Time Travel Contraptions
A police box, a DeLorean, and a hot tub. What else could these have in common besides being
transports for time travel? Here is a look at all of the various contraptions used for time travel in
TV, movies, and books.

OTHER TV/MOVIES

2022 Movies in Review
As COVID eases up, we’ve gotten back to the theater! Let's review the movies from last year.

Hocus Pocus 2
The original has been a classic for many fans of Halloween for decades. A sequel was released
last September. How was it? Did we need a sequel?



40th Anniversary of Return of the Jedi
How can it be 40 years since the last of the original trilogy aired? Does it still hold up? Do you
like the original edit or the director's cut that was released in 1997 better?

Disney’s Live Action Remakes
With two more live action remakes set to release this year, let’s review how well Disney has
done. With twenty already released, we’ll have lots to talk about.

Lego Cinematic Universe
The Lego Cinematic Universe started in 2014 and is already planned through 2024. It is more
layered than you thought. What have been some of our favorites and what upcoming releases
are we excited for?

The Sandman
After more than a decade, Neil Gaiman was finally able to get this popular comic book series to
the screen. Come discuss how it compares to the comics, and your favorite episodes.

Running Up That Hill
Stranger Things season 4 had action-packed memorable scenes reminiscent of season 1. What
season has been your favorite? What are you looking forward to when season 5 is finally
released?

Our Flag Means Death
Season 1 garnered much praise for its comedy and LGBTQIA representation. With season 2 set
to air this year, where do we hope the show will take us?

What We Do In the Shadows
This mockumentary comedy series has been running for four seasons to critical acclaim. It was
renewed for two more seasons. What makes this such a fan favorite?

Krapopolis
This new show from Dan Harmon aired in November. What do we think of the first season?
Does this stand up to other Dan Harmon shows such as Community and Rick and Morty?

Rick and Morty
With Rick and Morty's 6th season scheduled to be released this summer, let's talk about the
absurdity of the series. We'll delve into the balance between elegant science fiction humor and
fart jokes, as well as how the writers embrace this absurdism.

Bob’s Burgers
From a tv show, to a comic book, to a movie, Bob’s Burgers has been ranked as one of the 60
greatest TV cartoons of all time. What makes this show so iconic and where will it go from here?

Love, Death & Robots



Love, Death & Robots is an adult animated anthology show on Netflix based on the 1981
animated movie Heavy Metal. Here is a look at this unique series and what we might expect
from the third season.

Miracle Workers
Miracle Workers is an anthology comedy TV series starring Daniel Radcliffe and Steve Buscemi.
What did we think of the first three seasons, and what stories do we want to see in future
seasons?

The Winchesters: Yay or Nay?
For 15 years we traveled with the Winchester brothers from coast to coast. Now, we can see
where it all began. Are you excited, disappointed? Come and share your thoughts on this new
show.

House of the Dragon
This prequel to Game of Thrones was released last fall, and has been renewed for a second
season. What do we think of the first season? Did the cast live up to the Targaryens we know
and love (or hate)?

The Lord of the Rings: The Rings of Power
Set 1000s of years before The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings movies, this prequel shows us
the Second Age of Middle Earth. Did they keep true to the look and feel we know? What are we
looking forward to in season 2?

Vikings – TV vs. History
This History Channel TV show ended in 2020 after a six season run. What did we think of the
show and how do we think it compares to real Vikings history?

F*R*I*E*N*D*S
How you doin’? Ready to reminisce with your friends over this instant classic? Let’s talk favorite
episodes, guest stars, and moments from the 2021 reunion special. Could we BE more excited?

Manifest
Season 4 is the final season, how do we hope the show will wrap up? Do we think they are
canceling this show too soon?

Buffy the Vampire Slayer Universe
What started out as a movie created by Joss Whedon has developed into an entire universe,
including tv shows, books, comics, games, and podcasts. Join our discussion about everything
Buffy!

The New Extended Star Wars Universe



We went without new Star Wars content for many years, but lately we have been inundated with
shows. From The Mandolorian to Andor, what do we think of the new Disney+ shows? What
other stories do we want to see? Do we think there will be any more feature films?

MCU Content Released in the Last Year
From Moon Knight to Black Panther: Wakanda Forever to She Hulk: Attorney at Law, we had a
lot of new MCU last year. Which was your favorite? How is this phase compared to the previous
three? What are we looking forward to next year, among the ten new scheduled releases?

Saturday Morning Cartoons from our Childhoods
There was nothing better than watching Saturday morning cartoons as a child. Let’s get
nostalgic for the good old days.

Where to start watching Anime
Are you interested in Anime but don’t know where to start? Our panelists will outline some of
their favorites.

American Recreations of Anime and Manga
It has been said that Hollywood can’t come up with new ideas. Let’s look at the movies and tv
shows either directly or loosely based on Anime and Manga.

American Recreations of British TV Shows
It has been said that Hollywood can’t come up with new ideas. Let’s look at the British television
show ideas that have crossed the pond. Which recreations did we like, and which did we prefer
the British versions?

Missing Episodes in American TV
We know that the BBC had a dumping policy in the 1970s that was the demise of many Doctor
Who episodes, but what American shows are missing episodes?

Classic TV Shows That Don’t Hold Up
These days shows from our past are so much easier to rewatch. However, sometimes shows
that we liked in the past have not aged well. What shows do you think do not deserve a second
watch?

David Bowie Titles in TV/Movies
There are a surprising number of movies and television shows that have titles of David Bowie
songs. How many can you think of?

Remakes & Reimaginings
Has Hollywood run out of ideas? Does it seem like everything they are creating is a remake of
an old movie? Do we like the remakes or do we wish they would leave the classics alone?

Continuity Wars



Many movies and tv shows have been adapted from novels, short stories, and graphic novels.
Let us discuss those that we think were done well, and those that missed the mark.

Streaming Service Mergers
There have been several announcements of streaming services merging (like
Paramount/Showtime and HBO Max/Disney+). How will this affect the content on these
services? Will it get better or worse?

Free Streaming Services
So many streaming services, so little time. How do you choose? Are there any free streaming
services that you have used and would recommend?

Superhero Fatigue
Are there too many superheroes these days? Do you feel fatigue as more movies and shows
are released? How do you decide what to watch?

Children Protagonists
There are many shows, movies, and books that feature children or young adults as
protagonists. Not a new concept, from Nancy Drew to Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, why does
this concept work?

Felicia Day Fan Panel
Felicia Day is everyone’s favorite geek. She has been in so many great sci-fi shows, and on top
of that she is an accomplished writer and producer. Here is a look at her extensive (and geeky)
career!

MC Who
How many Doctor Who/Marvel Cinematic Universe crossover actors can you think of?

DC vs. Marvel Comics
In 1996 DC Comics and Marvel Comics released four crossover issues pitting superheroes
against each other. If this were to be recreated, who would we want to win?

Slash Fiction
With fan fiction a story can be whatever you want it to be. Let’s discuss our favorites.

Shazam! and My Hero Academia Crossover Fanfiction
Fans love writing crossover fiction, and a popular combo is Shazam! and My Hero Academia.

Canceling the Artist, And Not the Art
Cancel Culture has been gaining in popularity over the last decade. Is it justifiably holding artists
accountable, or is it unfair punishment? Is there a way of separating the works of art from the
author, actor, director, musician, etc?



WHO IT YOURSELF

Teaching with Doctor Who
Doctor Who started out as an educational program for children. Can the show still be used to
teach students?

Doctor Who Video Games
Over its lengthy history, there have only ever been 14 Doctor Who video games released. Let’s
look at how they all rank.

Doctor Who RPG Games
Want to learn more about Doctor Who Roleplaying games? Are you a veteran player and want
to share tips? All are welcome to come and chat about the world or RPG.

Doctor Who Magic: The Gathering
Magic: The Gathering will cross with Doctor Who this year! The game is set to span all 60 years
including the new 14th Doctor (Ncuti Gatwa). Are you excited to play?!

Whoniverse on Etsy
Are you looking for that unique fandom find, a gift or something for yourself. Well Etsy has it all.
Come get tips on how to find these incredible items to add to your collection.

Who & Tell
Whovians are a crafty bunch. Do you have a project you started during lockdown that you now
finally finished and want to share with the fandom? Well, bring it on by and tell us all about it!

Dressing the Doctor
This is a Doctor Who convention. What do we like more than cosplaying the Doctor? Share your
Doctor cosplays here!

Unmasking Doctor Who Monsters
Do you have a cosplay in mind but do not know how to create the mask? Join our expert
panelists to learn how to create the face of The Silence, Silurians, and more.

Collecting Enamel Pins
Enamel pins have been a collectors item for centuries, and there is a long history of Doctor Who
pins. Come find out some of our favorite and most sought after enamel pins.

Crafting Who
The creativity of the Doctor Who fandom never ceases to impress. Have you made something
you want to show off? Do you have an idea and need help on how to execute? Let’s talk crafts!

Sewing 101



Curious about creating your own costumes, but don’t know how to sew? Join our sewing 101
class to learn the basics!

How Do You Do Your ‘Do?
Cosplay is more than just costumes. Here we will discuss wigs and hairstyling.

Prosthetics
Creating and applying prosthetics for your cosplay costume.

Prop Shop
Some cosplay costumes require props. Our panelists will discuss the materials and techniques
that are best for forming various props.

How to Speak with a British Accent
Learn some tricks and techniques to speak with a British accent!

3D Printing
3D printers will get more affordable the longer the technology is around. Learn how to work with
one and let your imagination soar with what you can create!

How to Cosplay
Are you new to cosplay and don’t know where to start? Have you been cosplaying for years and
want to shake things up with some new ideas? Come hear some tips and tricks from veteran
cosplayers and share some of your own as well.

Geek Health
Health is so important and can be hard to maintain. How can we stay healthy? Does the geek
community have any resources to help us stay healthy (like the Whovian Running Club or
YogaQuest)?

Teaching through Role Playing
Games such as Dungeons and Dragons have taught kids to use their imagination. Teachers and
parents can use role playing games like this to help kids exercise and grow their imaginations.

Raising the Next Generation of Geeks
One of the best parts of having children is getting to share the joys that you experienced in your
childhood - from movies to television to gaming. What are our favorite fandoms to share with our
children, and at what age is it appropriate to start sharing these various fandoms?

Naming the Geek Way
Fun ways to discover, research, and choose the coolest names for your kids, pets, cars,
sourdough starters, RPG characters, and more!

Building with Lego



Lego is always releasing new sets for whatever fandom is your favorite. What is the best, most
impressive one you have done? Come get some tips and tricks on building with Lego!

Funko Pop Culture
If you have been to a convention before, you have seen a Funko Pop figurine. Funko started
producing these in 2010, and has since manufactured more than 8,000 figurines. Here we will
discuss the history, the fandoms, and the hard to find.

Fandom Cookbooks
So much to cook and so little time. How do you choose the right fandom cookbook? Which are
the most screen accurate and which are gimmicks? Do you have a favorite recipe or book you’d
recommend?

Gardening & Harvesting Your Own Tea
While you are unlikely to be able to grow traditional tea plants in Minnesota, you can grow many
plants that are used in teas such as mint, lemon balm, rose hips, etc. Come learn the tricks of
making your own tea.

Geeky Themed Tea Companies
From Tea & Absinthe to Geek+Tea, there are so many fandom teas to choose from these days.
Which are the best? Where can you get them? Come and get the full ‘scoop’ of tea.

History of CONsole Room/Shared Stories of CONsole Room
For 10 years we have been bringing the Twin Cities Doctor Who fandom together for a weekend
of fun, friends (old and new) and lots of Doctor Who. Come and hear or share stories from our
previous conventions.

How to be a Panelist
Do you love talking about Doctor Who? We at CONsole Room invite anyone interested to join
our team of panelists. If you have never been a panelist before, stop by and ask your questions.

We Need You!
CONsole Room is a non-profit organization run entirely by volunteers – this could not happen
without you! Join us to learn about volunteer opportunities from one hour to year-round
ConCom.

What Did We Miss This Year?
CONsole Room is a convention run by fans, for the fans. We work hard to bring you the best
programming every year. Is there something we missed? Let us know what you would like to
see next year!

How to GISH



Many fans of Supernatural have heard of GISH, The Greatest International Scavenger Hunt the
World Has Ever Seen. Interested in joining? Visit with our experienced panelists to find out what
the fun is about!

SCIENCE

Space Tourism
Space tourism used to be a case of science fiction, but now it is science fact. Let’s look at the
history of space tourism, and where we see it going in the next ten to twenty years.

WonderWorks Theme Parks
Wonderworks is a chain of science focused indoor theme parks with six locations. Children and
adults alike can enjoy over 100 exciting hands-on exhibits.

Futuristic Tech in Sci-Fi
At one point, the idea of having a portable computer the size of your hand was only a work of
fiction. Now, almost every adult on the planet owns a mobile phone. What technology found in
science fiction stories will we see within the next decade, and what other technology would we
love to own?

Mars Habitat Project
In the Fall of 2022, NASA started its series of missions, called CHAPEA, that will simulate
year-long stays on Mars. These missions will give important insight and knowledge into future
NASA missions to Mars.

James Webb Space Telescope
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is opening up new avenues of discovery, but how
did we move from ground-based observatories to Hubble to JWST. And what will the next
generation of space telescopes be like?
Moderator/Sole Panelist: Michael Zecca

INTERACTIVE/EVENTS

Real or Fake
Game Time! Panelists who have not watched any episodes of classic Who will be given an
episode plot. The panelists will have to determine if the plot is from an actual episode, or if it is
made up.

Family Feud
Game Time! Groups of attendees will face off in our own CONsole Room version of Family
Feud.
*Have attendees fill out surveys prior to the convention to get data for the game.

Would I Lie to You?



Game Time! Groups of attendees will face off in our own CONsole Room version of the British
game show Would I Lie to You?.

Six Degrees of the Doctor
Great Britain has a limited number of actors. During this game, attendees will be randomly given
an actor that they will have to link to one of the actors that have played the Doctor within six
degrees. Are you up for the challenge?

Role Swaps
What if Nebula traveled with the Doctor? What if Crowley was a Time Lord? The possibilities are
endless when you play this game of swapping characters that Doctor Who actors have played.

What is the Best Superpower
Flying, Invisibility, X-ray Vision. If you could choose, what would be your superpower?

Dungeons & Dragons - How Do I Start Playing?
Have you always wanted to learn to play Dungeons & Dragons? Join our panel of experts to
learn about creating a character, joining a campaign, and the various online platforms available
to players.

Knitting the Fourth Doctor’s Scarf
In the 1980s the BBC released a memo detailing the pattern for recreating the Fourth Doctor’s
iconic twelve foot scarf. Since then, countless fans have either reached out their grandmothers
or learned how to knit themselves.

Knitting Workshop
Sit, knit, and be merry! Join a group of like-minded Doctor Who knitters as we gather together to
work on current projects and chat about our favorite show, while we put yarn to needles. We will
have expert help for first time knitters. Perfect for the experienced knitter or beginners who want
to learn.


